Hardware engineer
We are busy and looking for yet another skilled colleague with knowledge of building electrical documentation for our machines and plants.

The job

The control and electrical components play an important role in the solution of our customers´ high level of
requirements for our plants which is why a high degree of system understanding and knowledge of mechanics are very important skills. We offer an exciting and challenging job with much international interaction
with both colleagues and customers. As part of our department, and after a thorough introduction both
internally and externally, you will work with projects of varying size and complexity.
Your background could be an electrical contractor, marine engineer or electrical engineer with 3-5 years of
experience in the business, preferably with international experience. The preferred candidate has experience with construction of electrical diagrams in Eplan P8, alternatively PC Schematic or Caddy++. We expect
you to be a skilled and responsible colleague, who can work independently according to the specifications
given by the project managers. The atmosphere in the company is informal and positive and we prioritise
a good team spirit. You will be part of a department with strong commitment and a free tone, and you will
have great scope for contributing to shaping the development of our controls.

Your daily work tasks will be:

■ Construction of electrical diagrams in accordance with the valid standards (primarily EN 60204-1 and EN
13849)
■ Functional clarification and drafting of specifications and documentation
■ Dimensioning and projection of controls for our machines and plants
■ Configuration and elaboration of electrical layouts and diagrams in Eplan P8
■ Planning and follow-up on installations and tests, and preparation of controls and machines
■ Limited travel activities of up to 20 days per year
■ Support on controls for colleagues and customers
■ Participation in the continuous development of the department

Professional skills

Your professional background could e.g. be an electrical contractor, marine engineer or electrical engineer
from a similar position. We will emphasise the following skills:
■ Experienced hardware engineer, preferably with experience from international project handling
■ Knowledge of SAP will be an advantage
■ Proficiency of Danish and English in writing and in speech (the group language is English)

Personal skills
■
■
■
■
■

You are responsible and structured
You have good system understanding
You enjoy a hectic working day with many activities in play
You have a positive, open, energetic and accommodating personality
You possess good interpersonal skills and you are capable of contributing with knowledge in various
contexts
■ You have a natural flair for working with a high personal drive and energy level

We offer

An exciting and challenging position with independent responsibilities and great potential for contributions
towards the future solutions. You will very much be able to develop your professional and personal skills
in a busy day. You can expect much interaction both internally and externally and on all levels. The salary
will be negotiated individually to match your qualifications and includes pension scheme, health insurance,
opportunity of flexible working hours, an attractive canteen, massage, well-functioning staff and art associations; and last but not least, you will get committed and skilled colleagues.

Further information

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Manager of Business Process and Area Control
Karsten Munk Matthiesen on +45 2260 1496.

Application

We handle applications as we receive them and close the recruitment as soon as we have the right profile. If
you are interested in the position, we therefore encourage you to send your application as soon as possible
and no later than 28 December. Please apply through Jobindex here.

About the company:

LINCO Food Systems A/S is part of the BAADER Group, one of the world leading manufacturers of process
equipment for the poultry and fish industries with more than 1000 employees all over the world. LINCO
Food Systems A/S develops machines, systems and fully automated process solutions for slaughtering, cutup and packing of poultry.
LINCO Food Systems A/S in Trige, Aarhus, is the BAADER Group´s poultry centre of excellence. The company
develops, manufactures and sells machines and complete plants and has a global export share of 95- 99 %.
The company employs approx. 550 people divided on two plants in Denmark, one in the Netherlands and
one in the USA and is represented in the entire world with local sales offices, distributors and agents.

